The O’Neill Institute for National and Global Health Law at Georgetown University is the premier center for health law, scholarship and policy. Housed at Georgetown University Law Center, in the heart of the nation’s capital, the Institute has the mission to provide innovative solutions for the leading health problems in America and globally—from infectious and chronic diseases to health care financing and health systems. The Institute, a joint project of the Law Center and School of Nursing and Health Studies, also draws upon the University’s considerable intellectual resources, including the School of Medicine, the Public Policy Institute, and the Kennedy Institute of Ethics.

The essential vision for the O’Neill Institute rests upon the proposition that the law has been, and will remain, a fundamental tool for solving critical health problems in our global, national, and local communities. By contributing to a more powerful and deeper understanding of the multiple ways in which law can be used to improve health, the O’Neill Institute hopes to advance scholarship, research, and teaching that will encourage key decision-makers in the public, private, and civil society sectors to employ the law as a positive tool for enabling more people in the United States and throughout the world to lead healthier lives.
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- **Scholarship.** O’Neill supports world-class research that is applied to urgent health problems, using a complex, comprehensive, interdisciplinary, and transnational approach to go beyond a narrow vision of health law that focuses solely on health care as an industry or as a scientific endeavor.
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OVERVIEW
LEGAL SOLUTIONS IN HEALTH REFORM

The American public has increasingly identified health care as a key issue of concern. In order to address the multiple problems relating to the access and affordability of health care, President Obama and federal lawmakers across the political spectrum continue to call for major health reform. In any debate on health reform, a predictable set of complex policy, management, economic, and legal issues is likely to be raised. Due to the diverse interests involved, these issues could lead to a series of high-stakes policy debates. Therefore, it is critical that advocates of reform strategies anticipate such issues in order to decrease the likelihood that legally resolvable questions become barriers to substantive health reform. In an effort to frame and study legal challenges and solutions in advance of the heat of political debate, the O’Neill Institute for National and Global Health Law at Georgetown University, generously funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, has crafted the “Legal Solutions in Health Reform” project.

This project aims to identify practical, workable solutions to the kinds of legal issues that may arise in any upcoming federal health reform debate. While other academic and research organizations are exploring important policy, management, and economic questions relating to health reform, the O’Neill Institute has focused solely on the critical legal issues relating to federal health reform. The target audience includes elected officials and their staff, attorneys who work in key executive and legislative branch agencies, private industry lawyers, academic institutions, and other key players. This project attempts to pave the road towards improved health care for the nation by providing stakeholders a concise analysis of the complex legal issues relating to health reform, and a clear articulation of the range of solutions available.

LEGAL ISSUES V. POLICY ISSUES

Among the major issues in federal health reform, there are recurring questions that are policy-based and those that are legally-based. Many times questions of policy and of law overlap and cannot be considered in isolation. However, for the purpose of this project, we draw the distinction between law and policy based on the presence of clear legal permission or prohibition. Under this distinction, policy issues include larger-scale questions such as what basic model of health reform to use, as well as more technical questions such as what threshold to use for poverty level subsidies and cost-sharing for preventive services. In contrast, legal issues are those involving constitutional, statutory, or regulatory questions such as whether the Constitution allows a certain congressional action or whether particular laws run parallel or conflict.

Based on this dividing line of clear permission or prohibition, policy questions can be framed as those beginning with, “Should we...?” and legal questions can be framed as those beginning with, “Can we...?” The focus of this paper will be the latter, broken into three particular categories: 1) “Under the Constitution, can we ever...?”; 2) “Under current statutes and regulations, can we now...?”; 3) “Under the current regulatory scheme, how do we...?” This final set of questions tends to be mixed questions of policy, law, and good legislative drafting.
PURPOSE AND LAYOUT OF THE PROJECT

This project is an effort to frame and study legal challenges and solutions in advance of the heat of political debate. This effort is undertaken with the optimistic view that all legal problems addressed are either soluble or avoidable. Rather than setting up roadblocks, this project is a constructive activity, attempting to pave the road towards improved health care for the nation. Consequently, it does not attempt to create consensus solutions for the identified problems nor is it an attempt to provide a unified field theory of how to provide health insurance in America. Furthermore, this project does not attempt to choose among the currently competing proposals or make recommendations among them. Instead, it is a comprehensive project written to provide policy makers, attorneys, and other key stakeholders with a concise analysis of the complex legal issues relating to health reform and a clear articulation of the range of solutions available for resolving those questions.

LEGAL ISSUES

Based on surveys of current health policy meetings and agendas, popular and professional press, and current health reform proposals, our team formulated a list of legal issues relating to federal health reform. After much research, discussion, and expert advice and review, our initial list of over 50 legal issues was narrowed to ten. An initial framing paper was drafted which identified these ten legal issues and briefly outlined the main components of each. In May of 2008, a bipartisan consultation session was convened to provide concrete feedback on the choice and framing of the legal issues. The attendees of the consultation session included congressional staff, executive branch officials, advocates, attorneys, employers, and representatives of a wide range of interests affected by health reform. Feedback and analysis from this session further narrowed the ten issues to eight key legal issues which warranted in depth analysis of the current law.

These eight pertinent issues are truly legal in nature and must be addressed in any significant reform proposal to avoid needless debate or pitfalls as policy decisions are made. There are multiple other legal issues that will arise as the discussion evolves and, if a federal policy is adopted, the system changes. In this project, however, we have targeted the issues essential for an immediate discussion of federal health reform.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Prepared by the O’Neill Institute

INTRODUCTION
This Legal Solutions in Health Reform paper discusses the role that tax law can play in the implementation of health reform. The tax code has served as the primary vehicle for subsidizing health care in the U.S., with subsidies averaging $245 billion per year. Use of the tax code to support or implement health policy is extremely common in proposals at both the federal and state levels. Subsequently, the tax code will certainly play a role in any future health care reform efforts.

While there are no legal barriers to modifying the tax code, the interplay between tax law and health policy presents a series of critical design and implementation challenges with which any health care reform package must grapple. Thus, this paper does not examine whether the federal government has legal authority for using the tax law for health reform, but rather how it can use the tax law under various health reform proposals.

REPLACING THE EXCLUSION FOR EMPLOYER-PROVIDED HEALTH INSURANCE WITH A REFUNDABLE TAX CREDIT
A progressive refundable credit, specifically aimed at providing a larger credit for low- and middle-income individuals/families and scaled down for upper income taxpayers, could serve as a tool for reforming the U.S.’s system of providing and subsidizing health care. Tax-based health care reform could also support other proposals to facilitate access (e.g., purchasing pools or some form of insurance exchange, restrictions in pricing or access based on pre-existing conditions).

• A Costly and Regressive Subsidy: The government distributes the tax expenditures associated with the current tax framework regressively; under the existing structure, taxpayers in higher brackets receive larger subsidies, varying by bracket from zero to 35 percent of any deductible amount. Given that almost 40 percent of all taxpayers have no positive income tax liability, exclusions and deductions have no value to many lower-income individuals. In contrast, refundable credits provide subsidies and create incentives that become relatively more valuable farther down the income ladder. Individuals without federal income tax liability may receive the credits in cash or cash equivalents.

• Distortions in the Market for Health Insurance and in Health Care Consumption: There is general agreement among health care experts that the current configuration of subsidies and government-sponsored health insurance programs, and the existing tax subsidy framework, have caused distortions in the market for health care, contributing significantly to escalating health care costs. Any meaningful effort to control the growth of health care costs must reflect more rational pricing and financial incentives; the place to begin is repeal (or substantial reform) of the current exclusion for employer-provided health insurance and its progeny. Supporters argue that a refundable credit regime could make a significant contribution to controlling health care costs because individuals would receive a credit for any health plan selected and would have reduced incentives to limit themselves to the “one size fits all” and “gold-plated” options that have characterized employer- and government-based plans.

• Preserving the Employer-Based System: Any move to repeal the exclusion for employer-provided health insurance and replace it with some form of refundable credit would have to account for the need to maintain the current system in some form, while facilitating a transaction to alternative health insurance platforms, especially for the tens of millions of Americans who are not currently covered by employer-based plans.
**DESIGN ISSUES**

Any U.S. health care reform package must confront a series of core design issues. Many of these problems demonstrate the challenges of setting up a health care reform package in light of the current tax system and situating the reform package within that system.

- **Eligibility Standards and Administration of Standards:** Appropriate eligibility criteria are key to the success of any plan. In the context of a credit or subsidy allocated to individuals and families, possible criteria could include measure of ability to pay, family size, marital status, number of dependents, age, or the nature of local or regional insurance markets.

- **Changes in Eligibility Criteria from Year to Year:** As long as eligibility for a tax code-based health program turns at least in part on individual or family income, timing anomalies may arise. In particular, recipients may not be able to take advantage of available benefits at the time of medical need. Program design should account for the hardship this problem may create for families; models could be drawn from the Health Care Tax Credit program, among others.

- **Tax Payer Cash Flow Considerations:** The gap between eligibility determinations and payments may create cash flow problems for recipients even where their status or circumstances do not change. As with taxpayers whose eligibility and benefits fluctuate because their circumstances change, general reliance on the tax return filing process raises potentially significant cash flow issues for individuals and families of limited means who might be the primary intended beneficiaries of an enacted subsidy, but who also may be less able to “pre-fund” their purchases of health insurance.

- **Mandates:** A mandatory-coverage requirement raises a number of design questions that are beyond the scope of this paper. What is relevant for purposes of this paper is the enforcement mechanism: how is information compiled to determine compliance and how are sanctions enforced? As a practical matter, the IRS is the only federal agency that comes close to reaching a substantial portion of those potentially subject to mandates; therefore, the IRS may be best situated to collect data on compliance.

- **Flow of Funds:** The matter of who should claim a tax credit turns out to be a very important design consideration that has the potential to address the timing and mandate issues noted above, while building on the current employer-based system. The options include providing subsidies directly to the beneficiary or to third parties (e.g., employers) on behalf of beneficiaries.

- **Interaction with Existing Tax Law Subsidies:** Comprehensive health reform, whatever shape it takes, must deal with the panoply of health care provisions embedded in current tax law. Existing provisions range from the exclusion for employer-proved health insurance and the deduction for health insurance purchased by the self-employed, to an alphabet soup of special deductions and exclusions. Also, any reform program would interact with non-health-care tax law provisions. Policy designers would thus have to determine how individual tax liability calculations would account for any new subsidy.

**CONCLUSION:**

Tax law has played a major role in shaping health care policy for more than 50 years; it is the primary factor contributing to our current system of employer-provided health care. From an administrative standpoint, the IRS is the one institution that deals regularly with virtually all citizens. It also functions in many ways as the largest financial institution in the world, collecting funds and information from, and disbursing funds to, all of those with a stake in health care policy—individuals and families, employers and workers, the self-employed, purchasing cooperatives and health insurance providers. Within this framework, implementation of health policy reform would likely include leveraging the existing infrastructure provided by the IRS. While there are no legal barriers to modifying the tax code to facilitate health reform, there are key design and implementation issues that should be considered to ensure success.
Introduction

This Legal Solutions in Health Reform paper discusses the role that tax law can play in the implementation of health reform. The tax code has served as the primary vehicle for subsidizing health care in the U.S. for most of the last century and will likely play a role in any future reform efforts. However, the interplay between tax law and health policy presents a series of critical design and implementation challenges with which any health care reform package—be they liberal or conservative—must grapple. This paper considers some of the most pressing of these issues. While it does not prescribe a particular outcome, it will attempt to identify potential tax solutions that might receive broad support and to observe the policy and administrative design questions that any discussion of these solutions should take into account.

Unlike some of other Legal Solutions in Health Reform papers, the legal authority for Congress to tax and to spend for the general welfare has clearly been delegated in the U.S. Constitution and upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court. Thus, this paper does not examine whether the federal government has legal authority for using the tax law for health reform, but rather how it can use the tax law under various health reform proposals.

Use of the tax code to support or implement health policy is extremely common in proposals at both the federal and state levels. President Obama’s proposal, if it follows the basic ideas from his 2008 campaign, would likely rely upon a “National Health Insurance Exchange,” through which individuals not covered under a current employer or government sponsored plan could purchase insurance. Such an exchange would place requirements on both insurers’ ability to rate individuals and on employers’ obligation to contribute to their employees’ coverage. It appears that implementing these proposals is likely to rely heavily on the tax system to promote health insurance coverage, including a proposal to use a refundable tax credit to encourage small businesses to provide health insurance to their employees. Additionally, Senator McCain, in his 2008 campaign plans, would have eliminated the current tax exclusion for employer-provided health insurance and replaced it with a refundable credit for individuals and families. This idea has gained attention in early 2009, and will likely be considered by the Congress over the course of this legislative session.

On the state level, Massachusetts’ recent health care reform uses the tax system as an enforcement mechanism for its requirement that all individuals over the age of 18 within the state obtain health insurance either through their employer or through the new Connector, an agency that assists individuals in purchasing coverage. It seems likely that any state-based reform would similarly rely on the tax system and the state Department of Revenue or an equivalent agency to implement particular provisions.

This paper is organized as follows: Part I – summarizes health policy and the tax code; Part II – examines replacing the tax exclusion for employer-provided health insurance with a refundable tax credit; Part III – outlines design and implementation issues using the tax code for health reform; and Part IV – concludes with thoughts noting that a program repealing the employer tax
exclusion and using the tax code to provide progressive and efficiently allocated benefits would be one way to implement President Obama’s health care policies.

**I. Summary of Health Policy and the Tax Code**

Health policy and the health care system are supported by implementation through the tax code in a multitude of ways. The exclusion of employer-sponsored health benefits from taxation – as well as Health Savings Accounts, Health Reimbursement Accounts, Flexible Spending Accounts, deductions for self-employed individuals, and other mechanisms – create and support the health insurance system in the United States. This section summarizes and describes the various roles that the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) plays in implementing health policy.

First and foremost, the IRC preserves the tax treatment of employer-provided health insurance under sections 105 and 106, which exclude from taxable compensation most contributions to—and benefits from—employer-provided accident or health insurance.\(^4\)

In addition to the exclusion for employer-provided health insurance, the IRC provides several other health care-related tax subsidies. In 2003, Congress created tax-favored health savings accounts (HSAs) allowing employees and employers to make pre-tax contributions toward employee health care costs. Beneficiaries enrolled in “high-deductible health plans” may place their contributions in any of a series of permissible investments including bank accounts, annuities, certificates of deposit, stocks, mutual funds and bonds. Amounts in HSAs may then accumulate until beneficiaries distribute the funds toward qualified medical expenses not covered under high-deductible health plans. Employee contributions to HSAs are tax deductible\(^5\) and employer contributions are excludable from the employee’s taxable income.\(^6\) Earnings from HSA investments accumulate tax-free and distributions for qualifying expenditures are not subject to tax.\(^7\)

Under existing law, employers may also maintain certain tax-favored accounts for employees. Contributions to and benefits under “health reimbursement accounts” (HRAs) are also excludable from employee compensation. Generally, HRAs require the following: (1) must obtain sole support from employer contributions; (2) may not be part of an employer-sponsored benefit plan; and (3) may reimburse qualified medical expenses up to a maximum dollar amount for each coverage period. At the end of a coverage period, the employer may rollover any unused portions of the ceiling amount, and increase the ceiling amount for the following period. Some employers also create flexible savings accounts (FSAs). An FSA allows employees to spend account balances on a choice of non-taxable health benefits so long as they are not reimbursable under any other health plan.\(^10\) As with HSAs, employee contributions are deductible and employer contributions are excluded from taxable income, earnings accumulate tax free, and qualifying distributions are not subject to tax.

In a structure that generally parallels the rules governing employer-provided health insurance benefits, IRC Section 162(l) permits self-employed individuals to deduct medical insurance costs for themselves and their dependents to some extent.\(^11\) Moreover, under Section 213, taxpayers who itemize deductions may deduct medical expenses that insurance does not cover if these expenses exceed 7.5 percent of adjusted gross income.\(^12\) The self-employment deduction is not subject to a percent floor.\(^13\) A taxpayer may not take the deduction if either the taxpayer or the
taxpayer’s spouse is eligible to participate as an employee in an employer-subsidized health plan. This regime effectively creates a benefit that is generally equivalent to the employer-provided health care exclusion for self-employed individuals. The employer-based exclusion covers payroll taxes as well as income taxes, whereas, as a deduction, the subsidy in the self-employed context does not. However, aside from this difference, the two sets of rules mirror each other closely.

As of 1996, “qualified long-term care insurance” generally falls within the IRC definition of “accident and health insurance.” Individuals may now deduct qualified long-term care insurance premiums and exclude long-term care benefits from income when employers provide them. Individuals may also use HSA or HRA dollars to purchase long-term care on a tax-free basis. However, employer-provided coverage for long-term care is taxable income to an employee if the employer provides the coverage through a cafeteria plan or through an FSA that reimburses the employee for “specified incurred expenses” up to a maximum amount of the coverage value.

The IRC also allows employees to form tax-exempt collective organizations to provide health care to members. “Voluntary employees’ beneficiary associations” (VEBAs) are entities separate from participants and their employers that offer “life, sick, accident, or other benefits” and “supplemental unemployment compensation benefits” to participants. Participants may exclude Veba-provided health benefits from income under Section 105. Contributions to VEBAs are tax-deductible and excluded from the beneficiaries’ taxable income. Earnings from Veba investments and subsequent distributions are tax-exempt.

Finally, under the Trade Adjustment Assistance Reform Act of 2002, individuals who may receive certain trade adjustment assistance payments and individuals over age 55 who receive pension benefits from the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation are eligible for the refundable health coverage tax credit (HCTC). The HCTC equals 65 percent of the costs that an individual incurs for qualified health insurance. The IRS administers this credit, which is available on an “advance basis.” If individuals qualify, they may send 35 percent of their monthly premiums under a qualified insurance plan to the federal government, which then pays the insurance company 100 percent of premium costs each month. Individuals may also choose to pay for qualified health plans directly throughout the year and receive the HCTC as a tax refund or a credit against taxes owed.

Congress has also developed new sets of health insurance regulations implemented through the IRC so that noncompliance will trigger penalty excise taxes. One such regulation, the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA), requires a group health plan to allow insurance participants whose coverage terminates to purchase a certain amount of continuation coverage. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), among other laws, limits insurance exclusions for pre-existing conditions and forbids insurance plans from using medical history to restrict coverage.

Reviewing the tax law’s approach to health care, three key points emerge. First, as evident from the foregoing discussion, health insurance coverage and the tax system have been deeply entangled for more than half a century. This co-dependence has been expanded substantially during the past several decades with an exponential growth in complexity. Second, with the very
modest exception of the HCTC, the entanglement takes the form of tax subsidies by way of tax
deductions and exclusions from income, treatments that are agreed to be less equitable than
refundable credits. Third, despite these ample subsidies, as of 2007, more than 45 million
Americans (more than 17 percent of those not covered by Medicare or Medicaid) did not have
health insurance.31

Many health care and tax policy experts across the political spectrum agree that the current
system of employer-provided health insurance—where costs are deductible by the employer but
not taxed to the employee—is flawed. The existing health benefit structure distorts incentives
and behavior in the allocation and consumption of health care services and is a very costly and
generally regressive subsidy. The most recent tax expenditure estimates by the Joint Committee
on Taxation value the subsidy at $245 billion a year,32 with most of the benefits going to upper-
income taxpayers.

While taxing employer-provided health insurance benefits could be a relatively straightforward
answer in a world of “policy do-overs,” the current exclusion for employer-provided health
benefits is deeply embedded in our system of subsidizing health care. As a result, the
interactions between health policy and tax law are complicated and have important efficiency
and distributional implications. In this context, understanding the complex policy and
administrative design questions that different tax-related reform alternatives must answer
becomes even more important.

II. Replacing the Exclusion for Employer-Provided Health Insurance with a Refundable
Tax Credit

The discussion that follows analyzes the possibility of repealing of the existing tax exclusion for
employer-provided health insurance and examines the possibility of replacing it with a
refundable tax credit or other new approach to health care tax policy. A progressive refundable
credit, specifically aimed at providing a larger credit for low- and middle-income
individuals/families and scaled down for upper income taxpayers, could serve as a tool for
reforming the U.S.’s system of providing and subsidizing health care. Tax-based health care
reform could also support other proposals to facilitate access (e.g., purchasing pools or some
form of insurance exchange, restrictions in pricing or access based on pre-existing conditions).
Proponents of replacing the current tax subsidies for employer-provided health insurance with
tax credits or other reforms note several flaws in the current structure. In particular, these
advocates say the current system is a costly and regressive subsidy and, as described below,
distorts incentives in allocation and consumption of health care. The system does not meet
consumer needs, control costs, or promote quality, and does very little to facilitate coverage for
individuals and families who do not have employer-provided insurance. As an empirical matter,
the current system has left far too many millions of Americans uninsured, and there is no
evidence suggesting that the situation will improve over time. Of the 72.3 million not covered
by Medicare, Medicaid, or an employer-sponsored plan, 26.7 million (or 37 percent) are covered
by direct purchases of coverage and 46.5 million (or 63 percent) are uninsured.33
A. A Costly and Regressive Subsidy

The current system of health insurance tax subsidies is costly. The Joint Committee on Taxation estimates that tax expenditures associated with the current tax framework exceeded $245 billion in 2007. However, the government distributes these resources regressively as under the existing structure, taxpayers in higher brackets receive larger subsidies. In fact, under current law, the value of deductions varies by bracket from zero to 35 percent of any deductible amount. For example, assume an employer provides health insurance costing $10,000 to each employee. The current exclusion is then worth $3,500 to the executive-level workers subject to tax at 35 percent, but only $1,000 to rank-and-file level workers subject to tax at 10%. Even worse, given that almost 40 percent of all taxpayers have no positive income tax liability, exclusions and deductions have no value to many lower-income individuals. In addition, the current exclusion targets individuals who obtain health insurance through their employers rather than focusing on individuals who currently have no health insurance.

The regressive nature of the subsidy is especially troubling given the disproportionate burden that health care places on lower-income families. The Lewin Group recently found that the current system offers families earning $100,000/year four times as much tax relief as families earning $25,000/year. Similarly, a recent Tax Policy Center report showed that “[h]ealth insurance premiums are 40 percent of income for the poorest households, but their subsidy rate is [currently] less than 10 percent. Those with incomes over $200,000 receive subsidies equal to one-third of premiums even though premiums would amount to only 3 percent of their income without a subsidy.”

In contrast, advocates of refundable credits have highlighted the ways in which these tax incentives offer progressive benefits to all Americans. While subject to sometimes fierce opposition—and the subject of heated debate among tax policy analysts for decades—refundable credits are now an accepted aspect of the tax code, supported in different policy areas by a wide variety of organizations and experts. These credits often target lower-income individuals through such well-known programs as the Earned Income Tax Credit and the Child Tax Credit. Refundable credits provide subsidies and create incentives that become relatively more valuable further down the income ladder. Individuals without federal income tax liability may receive the credits in cash or cash equivalents. For this reason, refundable credits are the only type of tax incentive of which all individuals, regardless of tax liability, can take advantage. In fact, refundable credits provide a number of key progressivity advantages, including: (1) a more efficient way to accomplish social welfare goals relative to deductions and exclusions for various types of tax benefits; (2) a practical response to the limitations that the annual period for filing income tax returns creates; and (3) a strong counter-cyclical effect. Even while largely critical of tax expenditures, tax expert Stanley Surrey argued that credits are “a priori more appropriate for the tax expenditure operation,” because their benefits do not depend on a taxpayer’s marginal bracket.

Refundable credits offer a clear – but not singular – way to deal with the regressive subsidies that arise under the current system raises. Use of progressive cash subsidies, as in the Massachusetts program, would achieve the same result.
B. Distortions in the Market for Health Insurance and the Consumption of Health Care Services

In the absence of spending controls, demand for health care has skyrocketed and driven costs up significantly. By 2010, absent reform, national health spending will reach $2.73 trillion.\(^{42}\) Per capita health expenditures have grown at a rate of about 7.9 percent over the 2001 through 2006 period.\(^{43}\) In contrast, over that same period, per capita gross domestic product (GDP) grew by only about 4.2 percent.\(^{44}\) The Kaiser Family Foundation has found that “the share of gross domestic product devoted to national health spending has increased from 7.2% in 1970 to an estimated 16.6% in 2008.”\(^{45}\) From the individual’s perspective, this same study estimated that, in 2004, “18% of the nonelderly population had out-of-pocket health costs that exceeded 10% of their disposable income.”\(^{46}\) Most recently, the Obama Administration’s budget projects that if current trends continue, health care costs will consume more than 20 percent of GDP by 2017.\(^{47}\)

Any health care reform plan should address the characteristics of the current system that promote over-consumption, overspending, and rising costs. Citing this 20 percent figure, the Obama Administration has so far emphasized that reducing the growth of health care costs is \textit{the one} necessary condition to avoiding a fiscal Armageddon.\(^{48}\)

There is general agreement among health care experts that the current configuration of subsidies and government-sponsored health insurance programs have caused distortions in the market for health care, contributing significantly to escalating health care costs.\(^{49}\) As a preliminary matter, Medicare, Medicaid, and related government-sponsored programs (as well as taxpayer-subsidized insurance for government workers), have provided certain cohorts with high levels of insurance coverage, while the system of employment-based tax subsidies has left the rest of America largely subject to the vagaries of employer-provided health insurance. Whatever the virtues of our employer-based system for those fortunate enough to enjoy the tax subsidy benefits of employer-sponsored programs, the current system has failed to achieve affordable access to health insurance for everyone.

Within this market, the exclusion encourages individuals to purchase more health care than they would in an efficient market operating without the tax advantage. Writing in \textit{Health Affairs}, President Obama’s senior economic policy adviser, Jason Furman, recently described the problem:

\begin{quote}
Not surprisingly, people tend to purchase more of items that are subsidized, and health insurance is no exception. Illustrating this point, the elimination of the tax exclusion for employer-sponsored supplemental insurance in Quebec, Canada, led to “a decrease of about one-fifth in coverage by employer-provided supplementary insurance…but the increase in the non-group market offset only 10–15 percent of the decrease in coverage through an employer.”\(^{50}\)
\end{quote}

The existing tax subsidy framework does not effectively correct any apparent market imperfections and instead only introduces this distortion. The system incentivizes consumers to over-insure themselves and their families. In so doing, they increase the level of health care-related spending and fail to select the level and type of coverage that is most appropriate for themselves and their families.
In addition, the present system lacks controls on medical spending. No system feature prevents taxpayers from responding to the incentives currently in place to over-insure and over-spend. Furman explains that:

The exclusion and other tax benefits for health care reduce the after-tax cost of that spending, leading to more spending on [covered] health care [costs] and less spending on everything else than would be the case without these incentives. The design of the current tax incentive magnifies this effect because the combination of the employer exclusion with the general lack of a tax deduction for out-of-pocket expenses leads to insurance plans with lower copayments and deductibles and thus higher spending.51

Reflecting the broad consensus among policy experts across the political spectrum, it seems clear than any meaningful effort to control the growth of health care costs must reflect more rational pricing and financial incentives, and that the place to begin is repeal (or substantial reform) of the current exclusion for employer-provided health insurance and its progeny. As noted above, this first step would have the added virtue of freeing up $245 billion annually in tax expenditures that could go to funding more rational subsidies and incentives, perhaps including a refundable tax credit. In this regard, supporters argue that a refundable credit regime could make a significant contribution to controlling health care costs because individuals would receive a credit for any health plan selected and would have reduced incentives to limit themselves to the “one size fits all” and “gold-plated” options that have characterized employer- and government-based plans.

Proponents state that with a progressive, refundable credit, families and individuals would be able to sort through a wide variety of plans, search for more affordable plans that offered only the services most essential for themselves and their families, and pick good matches for specific medical needs. In this market, insurers themselves would compete for individual- and family-level business and would likely offer a more diverse set of plans to accommodate the full spectrum of market preferences. Refundable credit advocates argue that individuals and families would benefit substantially from the new array of available choices and the plans that could manage costs most effectively would achieve a market advantage.

C. Preserving the Employer-Based System

As noted above, if policy makers could start from scratch, it seems unlikely that they would structure access to health care around an employer-based model relying on an income exclusion that was costly, regressive, and a primary cause of inflated health care costs. Unfortunately, there are few do-overs and employer-provided health insurance is deeply embedded in both our health care and our political systems. Therefore, it seems likely that any move to repeal the exclusion for employer-provided health insurance and replace it with some form of refundable credit would have to account for the need to maintain the current system in some form, while facilitating a transaction to alternative health insurance platforms, especially for the tens of millions of Americans who are not currently covered by employer-based plans. While this represents a truly daunting challenge, proponents maintain that a properly designed system of refundable credits, coupled with other tax incentives, could accomplish these objectives.
III. Design Issues

Any U.S. health care reform package must confront a series of core design issues. Many of these problems demonstrate the challenges of setting up a health care reform package in light of the current tax system and situating the reform package within that system. The following section considers some of these issues, using the example of a refundable credit-based reform plan as an illustrative case. The section includes consideration of the following: (1) eligibility standards and their administration; (2) timing anomalies in year-to-year eligibility changes; (3) timing anomalies in cash flow; (4) the design of a mandate to purchase insurance; (5) the choice in recipient of the credit/subsidy; and (6) the interaction with existing tax law subsidies.

A. Eligibility Standards and Administration of Standards

Appropriate eligibility criteria are key to the success of any plan. In the context of a credit or subsidy allocated to individuals and families, possible criteria could include measures of ability to pay (e.g., earned income, adjusted gross or taxable income, and/or assets), family size, marital status, number of dependents, age, or the nature of local or regional insurance markets. If eligibility depends on ability to pay, possible recipients could qualify based on either income- or asset-based measures. The tax system generally uses income-based measures to set eligibility for certain tax benefits and subsidies (e.g., savings and educational incentives). However, many transfer programs, such as the program formerly known as “food stamps” and, most notably, Medicaid, rely in part on asset-based measures. While each state has its own application process for food stamp eligibility, applicants generally must submit proof of assets, including bank statements or books, stock and bond certificates, deeds, real estate tax receipts and life insurance policies, to state and local agencies. Medicaid eligibility assessments also take place at the state level, and some applicants must provide similar documentation demonstrating proof of assets.

The IRS does not currently collect asset data or administer federal programs involving asset tests. For this reason, if eligibility for a refundable credit or for any other health care benefit administered through the tax system, depended on assets, the federal government would need to develop and administer a new reporting and verification system. If the reform package involved direct government expenditures that relied on both income- and asset-based tests -while the IRS might have an informational role and the Treasury Department’s Financial Management Service a role in disbursing funds- it seems likely that primary responsibility for the program would rest outside of the Treasury Department.

Looking at how one reform plan has addressed this issue, the Massachusetts plan determines eligibility and the amount of subsidy based on income, family size, and disability. Generally, for example, a family of four making below $63,612 may qualify for the state’s government-sponsored health program, with some possible cost-sharing for those at the upper end of this income category. The penalties for violating the Massachusetts mandate also depend on income. Because it does not rely on asset-based or similar measures, the program can be administered using data from tax returns. Any plan enacted at the federal level might incorporate aspects of this approach.
B. Timing Anomalies, Part 1 – Changes in Eligibility Criteria from Year to Year

As long as eligibility for a tax code-based health program turns at least in part on individual or family income, timing anomalies may arise. In particular, recipients may not be able to take advantage of available benefits at the time of medical need. Program design should account for the hardship this problem may create for families.

This timing issue emerges because the IRS does not receive or process a taxpayer’s Year 1 tax return information until sometime during Year 2. As a practical matter, this means that the amount of a Year 1 subsidy would be determined on a look-back basis during Year 2. While appealing on administrative grounds, a look-back rule is likely to have pernicious effects in many circumstances. In situations where a taxpayer’s income increases in Year 2, the taxpayer will enjoy what might be considered a windfall because the credit will be based on a lower income in Year 1. While this may raise legitimate concerns on equity or cost grounds, it does not result in hardship to the individual or family.

The reverse occurs, however, in common circumstances involving a sudden and substantial drop in income (e.g., caused by illness or job loss). A family whose income declines dramatically in Year 2 will be entitled to a limited (or no) subsidy based its far greater income during Year 1, despite the fact that its need for health insurance and a financial subsidy is far greater during Year 2. Moreover, there may be other changes in credit criteria between Year 1 and Year 2 – e.g., change in marital status, increase or decrease in family size, age, death of the insured, or movement to a different local or regional insurance market.

Solving this problem will require creative policy design. However, some programs have grappled with the issue in other contexts. In particular, in the HCTC context, recipients can elect to receive that credit on an “advance” monthly basis. Recipients give 35 percent of their monthly premiums under a qualified insurance plan to the IRS, which then pays the insurance company the full cost of the premiums.57 The IRS could administer the more general credit in the same way. However, as of July 2004, only 13,200 individuals were taking advantage of the advance HCTC.58 Determining eligibility on a monthly basis for a large segment of the U.S. population might pose administrative hurdles. A broadly applicable system would likely require programmatic features aimed at supporting families who face hardship as a result of this timing mismatch.

Senator McCain’s proposal avoided this issue by providing a flat-rate credit regardless of income or other measures of ability to pay. While President Obama’s proposal did not provide sufficient detail to address this issue, the Massachusetts plan does so by requiring periodic updates of eligibility information (e.g., income, household size, the availability of other health insurance, etc.). In addition to the annual re-determination process, changes in member circumstances can trigger eligibility checks any time during the year.59 For accuracy, as part of the eligibility monitoring process, the state compares information collected for purposes of the program with information available from the Massachusetts Department of Revenue.

There has not yet been sufficient experience with the Massachusetts program to draw any conclusions regarding its periodic update program. However, regardless of the Massachusetts story, considerable administrative challenges would confront any effort at periodic updates for
even a small fraction of the several hundred million individuals and families that a comparable federal program would involve. We live in an extraordinarily dynamic society in which marital statuses, family sizes, employment circumstances, and residences change frequently. This argues strongly for some simplified mechanism that protects individuals and families without imposing undue administrative burdens and costs.

C. Timing Anomalies, Part 2 – Cash Flow Considerations

In addition to the timing issues that arise out of the gap between eligibility determinations and payments, any individual- or family-based health insurance subsidy may create cash flow problems for recipients even where their status or circumstances do not change. Demonstrating this requires a return to the refundable credit example. Therefore, even if the government generally paid the credit directly to the taxpayer, the taxpayer’s right to the credit would not equate to a cash payment from the IRS. Depending on the taxpayer’s total tax liability for Year 1 and how much the taxpayer has paid to the IRS through withholding or other means for that year, the taxpayer could owe an additional cash payment to the IRS, or could be entitled to a cash refund from the IRS that is greater or less than (or equal to) the amount of the health insurance tax credit.

For example, a taxpayer who was under-withheld during Year 1 might owe substantial additional taxes on his or her Year 1 return filed during Year 2. Even if that taxpayer qualified for the full amount of the health insurance tax credit, the credit amount might still be smaller than the tax payment due. In this case, the taxpayer would still owe additional tax to the IRS. If that taxpayer had planned to use his or her credit payment for health care purchases in Year 2, he or she might unexpectedly lack the necessary funds and become under- or uninsured during Year 2 or face other financial difficulties. Moreover, integrating the credit with the taxpayer’s overall tax return filing might minimize its transparency and undermine its incentive effects.

As with taxpayers whose eligibility and benefits fluctuate because their circumstances change, general reliance on the tax return filing process raises potentially significant cash flow issues for individuals and families of limited means who might be the primary intended beneficiaries of an enacted subsidy but who also may be less able to “pre-fund” their purchases of health insurance.

Again, Senator McCain's proposal largely avoided this issue by providing for a flat rate credit that is payable directly to the insurance provider. While President Obama’s health care campaign proposals did not provide sufficient detail to address this concern, the Massachusetts program may provide some insight into the approach his Administration may take to the problem. Because Massachusetts distributes insurance benefits on an ongoing, rather than annual, basis, individuals receive funds periodically to satisfy similarly periodic premium payment obligations. In addition, Massachusetts has devoted substantial resources to producing welcoming and user-friendly documents, which may reduce confusion on this and other points. The fact that Massachusetts makes payments directly to individuals leads naturally to the next topic – the question of mandates.
D. Mandates

The fourth program design issue crucial to a well-functioning subsidy system concerns a possible requirement that individuals buy health insurance for themselves or their families. Under any reform package, the purchase of health insurance could be optional or mandatory. Proponents of a mandatory system argue that it is the only way to achieve universal coverage and address the “moral hazard” that arises when healthy individuals chose not to purchase insurance. According to this view, a system without a mandate forces those without insurance to rely on free care through emergency rooms; distorts risk shifting and risk sharing in the health insurance markets; and means that the uninsured receive less effective and more expensive care that imposes adverse consequences on third parties. Opponents of a mandate argue that it undermines free choice and that the “moral hazard” claims are vastly over-stated.

A mandatory-coverage requirement raises a number of design questions that are beyond the scope of this paper, most notably the following: (a) who is subject to the mandate (employers and/or individuals and families); (b) what is mandated (presumably, some form of minimum coverage level, e.g., for catastrophic health care); and (c) what are the sanctions for failure to comply? What is relevant for purposes of this paper is the enforcement mechanism: how is information compiled to determine compliance and how are sanctions enforced? As a practical matter, the IRS is the only federal agency that comes close to reaching a substantial portion of those potentially subject to mandates (especially if those mandates include both employers and individuals/families, as is likely the case). This “pre-existing condition” means that the IRS may be best situated to collect data on compliance by piggy-backing on existing filing requirements (e.g., individual and business tax returns could include a form with information regarding compliance), coupled with information reporting by insurance companies and others providing coverage.

Likewise, sanctions could be administered through some form of excise tax that would be addressed through the annual tax return filing requirement and administered by the IRS as part of its overall enforcement program. Others argue that the sole responsibility of the IRS should be to administer our very complex tax system, that it is already over-burdened with that task and extraneous duties, and that tying the IRS to health care would be a significant “public relations” mistake. The alternative would be to assign information collection, administration, and enforcement responsibilities on one or more other federal or state government agencies, perhaps relying on the IRS as a source of information. How this question is resolved may depend in part on whether the IRS was assigned other responsibilities in the context of health care reform (e.g., administering a system of refundable credits or other subsidies).

Once again, Senator McCain’s proposal avoided this issue because it did not impose any coverage mandates. In contrast, then-Senator Obama’s campaign proposal required parents to provide their children under the age of 19 with health insurance, while the Massachusetts plan requires individuals 18 and over to carry a minimum level of coverage or qualify for various hardship-based and religious exceptions. The Massachusetts plan also requires certain “large” employers to offer coverage to their employees or pay a fee to the state. As noted above, the Massachusetts Department of Revenue administers this sanction.
E. Flow of Funds: A Hypothetical Model Replacing the Current Exclusion with a Progressive, Refundable Tax Credit

The final key program design issue concerns the parties who receive funds associated with the credit or other progressive subsidy. As noted above, Senator McCain’s proposal was attacked by then-Senator Obama on grounds that the McCain credit would go directly to insurance companies (with Senator McCain countering that Senator Obama would impose mandates enforced by the IRS). Despite these election season criticisms, the matter of who should claim the credit turns out to be a very important design consideration that has potential to address the timing anomaly and mandate issues noted above, while building on the current employer-based system.

One option, of course, would be to provide subsidies directly to the beneficiary (employer or individual/family). This is the approach followed in Massachusetts and in the plan that President Obama advocated as a candidate during the 2008 presidential campaign. The other primary option would be to provide that third parties claim the credit as surrogates on behalf of beneficiaries. Senator McCain identified insurance providers as the appropriate third parties. While this would be the likely outcome in a market dominated by individual purchasers, it is possible to design a system where credits could be claimed by other third parties on behalf of potentially eligible individuals and families.

For example, it may be appropriate to permit employers to collect credits on behalf of eligible employees to pay a portion of the cost of employer-provided coverage. Under this regime, employers could continue to offer coverage to all employees and could claim credits on their behalf. Similarly, individuals or social network groups could form purchasing cooperatives to acquire group coverage that would claim tax credits on behalf of members. Finally, individuals not covered by either of these arrangements could be assigned to regulated purchasing pools, in which case insurance companies would claim credits on their behalf. In each of these circumstances, the intermediary employer, purchasing cooperative, or purchasing pool could offer a single type of coverage or – more likely – a choice among types of coverage.

In theory, this approach would have the following potential benefits: (1) use of a progressive, refundable credit would allow policy makers to target and provide whatever subsidies were determined appropriate; (2) a phased-out, individual/family-based credit structure along with incentives for employers, purchasing cooperatives and purchasing pools to offer participants choices among different plans would achieve cost containment and quality objectives; (3) tax and other incentives would encourage employers to maintain or adopt plans; and (4) flexible features could integrate into whatever mandates and other policies were determined appropriate (e.g., mandatory participation; minimum coverage requirements; rules regarding pre-existing conditions; and establishment and regulation of purchasing pools).

Each of these approaches raises its own difficult design and implementation challenges. In considering this type of approach, however, it is useful to keep in mind the central role that third party payors and payees can play in addressing a number of the administrative design issues addressed above. As a general proposition, tax administration (and, presumably, other large administrative systems) functions best when there are a limited number of third party
intermediaries who can perform various functions that facilitate tax compliance and administration relating to the obligations of literally hundreds of millions of individual taxpayers. The primary examples are third party wage and payroll tax withholding and information. For example, wage withholding and information reporting result in tax compliance rates in excess of 90 percent (with wage withholding resulting in compliance rates approaching 100 percent). In the absence of these arrangements, compliance rates drop dramatically in areas ranging from capital gains reporting to compliance by small businesses with substantial amounts of cash income (where compliance rates can drop well below 50 percent). In addition, the IRS’s ability to deal with a limited number of large enterprises reduces administrative costs on both parties relative to dealing with hundreds of millions of individual taxpayers.

The following hypothetical example involving a refundable credit system illustrates the mechanics and potential administrative benefit of using third parties to collect subsidies on behalf of beneficiaries.

- Individuals and families not otherwise covered by Medicare or Medicaid would be entitled to a tentative credit claim equal to their expected credit for the year (if any, since the progressive design would phase out the credit), and would be required to use some or all of that tentative credit in connection with the purchase of health insurance. Depending upon the circumstances, the insured would "sign over" the credit to his or her employer, a purchasing cooperative, a government-sponsored purchasing pool, or an insurance carrier. The type of coverage purchased would determine how much the individual might need to pay for insurance on top of his or her credit amount, if any (or, in some cases, the amount of refund to which the individual would be entitled to receive). 67

- The third party intermediary (employer, purchasing cooperative, etc.) could either treat the credit as an offset to other periodic tax payment obligations or claim the credit directly from the government on a periodic basis.

- Following the end of each year, individual/family beneficiaries would then be required to file tax returns showing the actual amount of the credit to which they were entitled based on eligibility criteria for the year. If the taxpayer was entitled to a lesser or greater credit, then he or she would take account of that difference in computing his or her tax liability for the year and payment obligation to – or refund claim from – the government. As noted above, depending on withholding and other tax payments during the year, the tax payment obligation or refund claim would bear no necessary relationship to any difference between the amount of tentative credit claimed by the taxpayer during the year and the actual credit to which he or she was entitled. 68

- Appropriate information reporting requirements (e.g., the fact of insurance coverage meeting minimum coverage standards and the identity and amount of credit claimed by each insured) would have to be reported by the appropriate intermediary to the IRS. This reporting mechanism would help assure that taxpayers claimed the proper amount of tax credit and that various participants complied with whatever mandates were imposed by law (e.g., fact of coverage and insurance policy design). As noted above, information reporting regimes in the tax law context promote compliance rates in excess of 90%.
An approach along these lines would speak to the administrative issues summarized above. In particular, it would address: (1) issues relating to fluctuating eligibility resulting from changed circumstances during the year, by allowing individuals to modify the amount of tentative credit claimed in response to such changes, and (2) cash flow issues, by providing current funds to purchase insurance based on the individual’s estimated credit amount. In addition, this regime would allow the IRS to determine retrospectively the amount of credit actually owed and give the IRS all the information needed to monitor compliance with any mandatory coverage obligations.

As is apparent, this approach raises significant questions of administrative burden and tax compliance. In each case, the answer is – compared to what? Any reform proposal that is intended to provide progressive subsidies and encourage or mandate universal coverage, affecting many millions of organizations and literally hundreds of millions of Americans, is going to pose extraordinary administrative challenges. Proponents of a refundable credit approach argue, with considerable merit, that it is uniquely capable of building on existing administrative structures and may therefore be less burdensome than the next-best alternative. Moreover, these arrangements resemble a variety of provisions raising similar administrative issues under current tax law, including for example, contributory retirement plans, so-called cafeteria plans, MSAs, HSAs, and VEBAs.

Likewise, any fundamental health care reform of the type under consideration will raise extraordinary compliance and enforcement issues. Again, proponents of reforms based on refundable tax credits argue that while other proposals would require building compliance and enforcement mechanisms from scratch, a tax-based approach would confront the same compliance issues that are common to our current tax system (e.g., overstated withholding exemptions by workers, overstated deductions and credits by taxpayers, and returns that are filed showing balances due). Because these are known issues in the tax administration context, an approach building entirely on existing infrastructure and administrative systems may raise fewer and more easily-solved compliance issues than the next best alternative. As noted above, this may be particularly true in light of the ample opportunities for third party information reporting.

**F. Interaction with Existing Tax Law Subsidies**

In addition to these primary design issues, comprehensive health care reform—whatever shape it takes—will have to deal with the panoply of health care provisions embedded in current tax law. As summarized above, they range from the exclusion for employer-provided health insurance and the deduction for health insurance purchased by the self-employed, to an alphabet soup of special deductions and exclusions (HSAs, HRAs, FSAs, VEBAs), a refundable HCTC credit, deductions for certain unreimbursed medical expenses and an exclusion for inside build-up on long-term care policies. Senator McCain addressed only one of these provisions, proposing to repeal the exclusion for employer-provided insurance—and was severely criticized for the effort. To date, President Obama has not addressed that exclusion, although a number of his key policy advisors are on record reflecting the wide-spread view that the exclusion is a costly and regressive subsidy that distorts health care decisions and contributes to escalating health care costs. Likewise, to date his Administration has addressed no other potentially relevant tax provisions. Meanwhile, because Massachusetts follows federal tax law and did not repeal or modify any
relevant provisions as part of its health care reform, the state effectively retained all of the federal health care related provisions as part of its reform.

Also, any reform program would interact with non-health-care tax law provisions. As a result, policy designers would have to determine how individual tax liability calculations would account for any newly available subsidy. For example, would taxpayers determine the amount of their credit after taking full advantage of all other deductions or credits? Would credit payments themselves be treated as taxable income? In addition, different tax filing status circumstances could present credit allocation problems. For example, how would the credit be allocated in circumstances where a married couple elects to file separately, gets divorced during the year, or faces ambiguity over which of a pair of divorced parents can claim its children as dependents?

Finally, any system that relies on tax filings may significantly increase the number of individuals that may have to file tax returns. In 2006, 15 million households and individuals did not do so. In part, the extent of this issue will depend on the structure of any enacted subsidy. If, for instance, the government pays it directly to the taxpayer on the filing of a return, then every individual and family would have to file. On the other hand, if a full subsidy were available for those otherwise not required to file, then failure to file may cost potential recipients a refund but would not cost the government revenue.

Conclusion

Tax law has played a major role in shaping health care policy for more than 50 years. It is the primary factor contributing to our current system of employer-provided health care. Beyond the exclusion for employer-provided health insurance from taxation, there are myriad provisions to encourage savings for the purchase of health insurance and subsidize the cost of health care. The existing system has played a starring role in the current health care system, but at a significant price and with limited success. The current subsidies are very expensive and highly regressive. They have introduced market inefficiencies that have been a contributing factor to inequality in health insurance coverage and exponential growth in health care costs. Further, the system has left tens of millions of middle class Americans uninsured.

From an administrative standpoint, the IRS is the primary institution that deals regularly with virtually all citizens. It also functions in many ways as the largest financial institution in the world, collecting funds and information from, and disbursing funds to, all of those with a stake in health care policy—individuals and families, employers and workers, the self-employed, purchasing cooperatives, and health insurance providers. Within this framework, one way to implement health care policy reform would be to leverage the existing infrastructure provided by the IRS to: (1) repeal the exclusion for employer-provided health care (and repeal or modify certain other exclusion and deduction provisions under current law); (2) replace and enhance those subsidies through a more progressive system of refundable credits that enhances choice and eliminates distortions in the market for health care; and (3) administer the system in ways that prevent timing mismatches and support compliance. Any reform initiative should give serious consideration to the role such approaches can play in health care reform.
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Under current law, the HCTC program involves third-party payment. If a recipient selects the “advance monthly” option, he or she pays 35 percent of monthly premiums to the federal government, which then pays the insurance company 100 percent of premium costs each month. Individuals may instead choose to pay for plans directly throughout the year and themselves receive the HCTC directly either as a tax refund or a credit against taxes owed. In addition, the proposed federal individual development account program would have employed such a structure.

Similarly, individual development accounts, or “IDAs,” were “matched savings accounts” for low-income families. See Corporation for Enterprise Development, “Expand Individual Development Accounts in the 110th Congress: The Savings for Working Families Act (S. 871 and H.R. 1514),” available at http://www.assetsconference.org/documents/hill_visits/SWFAnepager.pdf (last visited Nov. 18, 2008). IDA holders could set up savings accounts at qualified financial institutions. The funds in these accounts could go toward buying a first home, paying for post-secondary education or building a small business. Account holders would make payments into these accounts, and the financial institutions would match the payments on a dollar-for-dollar basis. Then, at the end of each year, the financial institutions could claim tax credits for the total amount of matching payments made plus a small bonus for participating in the program. See Savings for Working Families Act of 2007, 110th Cong., 1st Sess. (2007).

It could also take into account other factors, such as whether the taxpayer is disabled, or where the taxpayer lives if it were decided to also vary the credit to reflect different costs for health insurance in different parts of the country.

While these arrangements raise administrative complexities, it is important to note that they resemble a variety of provisions under current law, for example, contributory retirement plans, so-called cafeteria plans, MS’s, HSAs and VEBAs. Third parties have developed sophisticated and efficient administrative platforms to deal with these arrangements and could likely accommodate the refundable health insurance credit regime described above.
68 See Section IV.b of this paper.